
Lesson Three

New Mexico’s Unique Energy Environment
Now that you have been introduced to the different sources of energy, let’s explore what makes NM  
so unique in its energy producing potential. Your teacher will divide your class into different groups: 
solar, wind, biofuels, geothermal, and hydro (some groups may do coal and uranium). Each group is  
going to explore the geological and geographical conditions present in New Mexico to support each 
source of power.

Do research to answer the following questions:
• Provide a brief introduction about your assigned energy type. 

• Are there certain parts of the state that have concentrated amounts of this type of energy?

• Investigate the weather, geography and/or geology of New Mexico to explain why the type  
of energy you are researching has good potential or poor potential as a source of energy here.

Your group is going to present the information you find to the class. Make it fun and interesting!  
Use maps, images, graphs, and other visual aids in your presentation. 

I. Introduction
A. Define your assigned energy source
B. How is it used to make electricity? (equipment, process)

Intermediate and/or Upper: 
C. Consider the types of energy present in the conversion process (e.g. kinetic, thermal, mechanical,  
 electrical). Refer to the Types of Energy handout to help you.
D. Is it renewable or non-renewable?
E. Does it make pollution? Why or why not?

II. Are there certain parts of the state that have concentrated amounts of this type of energy?
A. Use the Dreaming New Mexico: The Age of Renewables map(s) to identify where the energy source  
 is concentrated.
B. For coal show the coal fired power plants and any mines. For uranium show the locations  
 of uranium in the state.
C. Make sure you can explain and review the map(s) with your classmates.

III. Weather, Geography, Geology
A. Weather: Does weather affect the availability of your energy source (wind, rain/sun, temperature)?  
 If so how?
B. Geography: Geography refers to the shape of the land and its features, including altitude or  
 elevation, flatness, presence of hills/mountains, and rivers. Does it impact the availability of your  
 energy source? If so, how?
C. Geology: Geology refers to the elements/materials and processes that make up the solid parts of the  
 earth (rocks, sand, soil plate techtonics, volcanic activity). Does geology impact the availability of  
 your energy source? If so, how?
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D. The availability of your energy source may be influenced by all three (weather, geography, geology) or  
 just one or two of the three.  If you find that your energy source is not influenced by one of the three  
 earth-features, you need to say so.
E. Assessment of Potential: Identify whether the energy production potential from your source is low  
 (cannot supply New Mexico on its own, <6920 MW), medium (can supply New Mexico but not else 
 where, near 6920 MW), high (can supply New Mexico and export energy >6920 MW)

TYPES OF ENERGY

Energy is the ability of something to perform work. Work is applying force over a distance (http://physics.
about.com/od/glossary/g/energy.htm). Think about moving a car from one place to another. You can use 
your energy to push the car. Or, if the car is at the top of a hill, you can use the energy stored in that hilltop 
position to move the car. Or, you can use the energy in gasoline to move the car. 

Even though each example of moving the car is different and uses a different kind or source of energy, they 
all resulted in work (moving the car over a distance). The neat thing about energy is that one form can be 
converted into another form. For example, your body uses chemical energy (from the food you eat) to move 
your muscles to be able to push the car (kinetic energy) to the edge of the hill. At the top of the hill the car 
has potential energy then once it goes over the edge the potential energy becomes kinetic energy. These 
types of energy are explained more below.

The idea of one type of energy becoming another type is important when thinking about how electricity is 
made. You are going to use this handout and your own research to help you trace the path from your energy 
source to electricity. An example of how one form of energy is converted into another to create electricity is 
also provided below.

Example: Using the Ocean to Make Electricity (The Energy Path)
A form of renewable energy is using ocean waves or changes in the ocean’s 
tides to generate electricity. Since the water is moving it possesses kinetic 
energy. The kinetic energy is used to move motors and cylinders (mechanical 
energy) which then drive electrical generators (electrical energy).

Chemical energy – Burning gasoline, digesting food, and using batteries are all examples of chemical energy. 
Chemical energy is released when bonds between different elements/chemicals are made or broken.  

Electromagnetic energy – Did you know that light is energy? The heat from the rays of the sun? The micro-
waves in your microwave oven? These are all examples of electromagnetic energy.  Electromagnetic energy 
refers to different types of radiation/energy that travels in the form of waves (light) or particles (photons). 
There are different levels of energy in electromagnetic energy (which is one reason they call it the electromag-
netic spectrum). The lowest energy in the electromagnetic spectrum is radio, then moving to higher energy 
levels are microwaves, infrared (heat energy), visible light, ultraviolet (UV, which is what gives us sunburns), 
x-rays, and gamma rays (the form of energy in radioactive materials). (http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/
science/know_l1/emspectrum.html) 
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Energy from the sun (called solar energy) consists of UV, visible, and infrared (heat). 
 

Electrical energy – The electricity you are so familiar with is something very simple but very hard to imagine! 
Electricity simply refers to the flow of an electron charge.

Kinetic energy – This is the energy due to motion. Any object in motion possesses kinetic energy. When ki-
netic energy occurs, heat is usually produced as well. Heat is called thermal (infrared) energy which is a form 
of electromagnetic energy.

Mechanical energy – The potential energy and kinetic energy present in a mechanical object (like a motor).

Nuclear Energy  - This refers to the energy contained in atoms and can be hard to imagine (except for the im-
ages of a nuclear bomb or a nuclear energy facility). Atoms have energy that hold them together. We can use or 
release that energy in different ways. Some types of atoms release energy on their own naturally.  This is called 
radioactivity (e.g. radioactive materials like uranium). Nuclear energy can also be released by fusion, which is 
when the nucleus of two atoms are combined or fused together. Fusion is how stars and the hydrogen nuclear/
atomic bomb work. Fission is the process of splitting the nucleus of an individual atom into smaller parts, it 
is what is used for nuclear power. Nuclear energy also releases electromagnetic radiation and kinetic energy 
(including lots of thermal/heat energy). (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fission) 

Potential Energy – This is the energy that is contained in an object as a result of its position/location (it has 
the potential to move). For example, a rock sitting on the edge of a 1000 foot cliff has more potential energy 
than a rock sitting on the ground at the bottom of the cliff. This is because the rock at the top of the cliff 
could fall. Once the rock is in the act of falling the potential energy is converted to kinetic energy. Once the 
rock hits the ground and stops bouncing or rolling it returns to a state of potential energy, but it is a lower 
energy state than it was at the top of the cliff.

Thermal energy – This energy is produced by moving particles, which make heat. Anything that generates 
heat emits infrared radiation (part of the electromagnetic spectrum). The use of thermal energy is very  
common in electricity production, where the heat (often used to turn water into steam) is used to move  
mechanical parts in generators which in turn are used to make electricity.
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INTERNET RESOURCES TO GET YOU STARTED

Climate Data
1. Climate of New Mexico: Introduction, New Mexico State University, provides a written summary  
 of New Mexico’s climate: http://weather.nmsu.edu/News/climate-in-NM.htm 
2. U.S. Climate Data.com, provides a list of NM cities, presents monthly average data in tables and   
graphs (temperature, average precipitation) the Albuquerque listing also has days with precipitation,   
and hours with sunshine: cities list -  http://www.usclimatedata.com/state.php?name=New-Mexico;   
Albuquerque link with more data - http://www.usclimatedata.com/climate.php?location=USNM0005 
3. Monthly and annual wind data, Western Regional Climate Center (WRCC): 
 http://www.wrcc.dri.edu/htmlfiles/westwind.final.html#NEW%20MEXICO 
4. Wind map of New Mexico at 50 meters from the ground, U.S. Department of Energy, 
 http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/images/windmaps/nm_50m_800.jpg 

Geography and Geology Data
5. Elevation: Wikipedia, List of U.S. States by Elevation,  
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_U.S._states_by_elevation 
6. Elevation map, NetState: http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/mapcom/nm_mapscom.htm
7. Topography, About.com: http://geography.about.com/gi/dynamic/offsite.htm?site=http://fermi.
jhuapl.edu/states/nm_0.html 
8. New Mexico Geothermal resources, map 
 http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/.../nm/.../NM_Geothermal_Resources.pdf
9. Geothermal Energy in NM, http://geoheat.oit.edu/bulletin/bull23-4/art2.pdf 
10. Importance of Coal Production in NM, New Mexico Tech,  
  http://geoinfo.nmt.edu/resources/coal/home.html 
11. Raton Basin, Coal, Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raton_Basin 
12. Frequently Asked  Questions Related to Coal, New Mexico Tech,  
  http://geoinfo.nmt.edu/faq/energy/coal/home.html 
13. Uranium Mining in New Mexico, Wikipedia,  
  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranium_mining_in_New_Mexico 
14. The Paleontology Portal, http://www.paleoportal.org/index.php?globalnav=time_    
 space&sectionnav=state&name=New%20Mexico 
15. Geological timescale, http://geology.com/time.htm 
16. Solar radiation spectrum and atmospheric influence,  
  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Solar_Spectrum.png 
17.  Uranium deposits, http://geoinfo.nmt.edu/resources/uranium/where.html 
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